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1.	Strategies	for	Explora,on	and	Rendering	of	Data.	
	Color	provides	the	ability	to	reveal	and	convey	large	amounts	of		
	informa,on	and	detail	o>en	obscured	with	in	the	data.		
	 	 		

2.	Color	Theory	Principals	that	assist	in	Crea,ng	Effec,ve	of	Visualiza,ons	
	Color	Contrast	Theory	overview,	applied	visualiza,on	and	methods	for		
	selec,ng	colormaps	schemes	geared	to	task	and	data	
		

3.	Easy-to	Use	Tools	-	SciVisColor.org	and	ColorMoves	
	Quickly	and	easily	crea,ng	colormaps	specific	to	your	domain,		
	data	distribu,on,	task	and	audience	



1.	Strategies	for	Explora,on	and	Rendering	of	Data	
	

	Examples	of	the	possible.	
		
	Breaking	down	the	decision	process.	
		

	
	



single	variable	2D	data	

large	mul,-variety	data	



A	good	clear	detailed	visualiza,on	of	ocean	asteroid	impact	simula,on	(rho).		

Galen	Gisler,	LANL	

Why	look	further?	



Gisler	

rho	

water	frac,on,	asteroid	frac,on,	temperature		



The	mo,va,on:	
Poten,ally	more	informa,on	
Easier	means	of	seeing	and	diges,ng	material.	

Gisler	



The	 Roadmap	



single	variable	data	

Considera,ons:	
1.	domain	conven,on	
2.	historical	comparison	
3.	task	
4.	level	of	detail	
5.	areas	of	interest	
6.	intui,ve	physical	proper,es	
7.	intui,ve	scien,fic	focus	
	

The	ParaView	default	colormap	

lidar	data,	C.	Wilson,	LANL	

		



environmental	data	o>en	uses	
the	viridis	colormap	
	 2.	historical	conven,on	

1.	Domain	conven,ons	
	



3.	task	



4.	level	of	detail	

tradi,onally	used	for	high	detail	

a	luminance	inclusive	op,on	



Garre[	Granroth,	ORNL	

scien,st's		
original	

visualiza,on	community	
standard	



Garre[	Granroth,	ORNL	
	

effec,ve,	quiet,	harmony	
exposing	detail	

	
	
"Neutron	spectroscopy	data	o>en	has	features	of	interest	on	many	orders	of	magnitude	of	intensity.		
ColorMoves	allowed	for	a	custom	color	map		to	emphasize	the	intensity	varia,on.	
The	ease	with	adjus,ng	the	color	map	expedites	the	iden,fica,on	of	features	of	interest	in	the	data."	



5.	area	of	interest	 highligh,ng	areas	of	interest	

Daughton,	LANL	



small	topological	changes		
impact	foliage	distribu,on	
and	crea,on	of	dry	zones	

7.	intui,ve	scien,fic	focus	

ponds	verses	foliage	

6.	intui,ve	physical	proper,es	

C.	Wilson,	LANL	



dry	

fire	danger	

foliage	

Pulling	it	all	together	



Colormap		
construc,on	
	in	ColorMoves	



Affec,ve	Color	



An	alterna,ve,	both	Effec%ve	and	Affec%ve	

The	Rainbow,	so	widely	used….	



Tracking	Features	

kine,c	energy,	MPAS	–	Ocean,	Petersen	

Isola,ng	features	using	satura,on.	



H3D,	Daughton	Visualizing	3D	data	



Common	Tasks	
of	3D	Visualiza,on	

Kine,c	energy	in	the	Gulf	of	Mexico,	MPAS,	Ocean	



objec,ves	of	visualiza,on	

mul,ple	variables	in	one	vis	or	ensembles	

connec,ons	between	variables		

seeing	inside	3D	form	

placing	focus	on	the	content	and	loca,on	of	interest	

		
3D	mul=variate	data	

Considera,ons	



3D	Data,	single	variable	

	
	
		

Exposing	interior	structure	
Experimen,ng	with	the	opacity	distribu=on	is	key.	



Selec,ng	color	pale[es	
that	enable	on	to	see	
mul,ple	features	of	different		
sizes	and	importance.	

SciVisColor.org	



!
By reducing the size of dots it is easier to see the distribution. !
Changing the blue dots to a gold-tan color creates a better contrast with the background without 
competing for conflicting with the other colors. !
The pink dots were changed to orange.  Because these dots are hard to see, three types of contrast 
are used - complimentary color contrast, saturation level contrast and value contrast.  This dots 
needed to stand out against the background, the green shapes, the gold dots and the white forms 
thus they needed three types of contrast. !
The pinkish-gray forms were changed to white.  White is a high contrast neutral, enabling them to 
standout behind the green forms, gold dots and pink dots while still contrasting with the background 
so that they remain visible. !
The green forms were desaturated to remove their dominance. Using a desaturated green removes 
their dominance and increases our ability to see detail within the forms. !
The original background is a very blue gray.  The gray here is neutral and darkened.  Changing from a 
blue gray to a neutral gray decreases its importance.  The darkened gray recedes to the back.  Thus 
the visualization appears to sit in a 3-D space.

Visual conflicts: 
The blue dots become a single mass because they 
are too large. !
The pink dots and pinkish-grey forms disappear into 
the background because they are close in value and 
not so different in hue. !
The lime green shapes dominate the visualization 
because lime green is a highly saturated color. !
The elements of the visualization, including the 
background, blend together because other than the 
lime green they are all similar in value. 

Solutions:

Mul,variate	data	

The	key	is	the	design	and	selec,on	of	the	color	pale[e.		
See	Sec,on	7	for	color	sets.		Downloadable	on	SciVisColor.org	



!
By reducing the size of dots it is easier to see the distribution. !
Changing the blue dots to a gold-tan color creates a better contrast with the background without 
competing for conflicting with the other colors. !
The pink dots were changed to orange.  Because these dots are hard to see, three types of contrast 
are used - complimentary color contrast, saturation level contrast and value contrast.  This dots 
needed to stand out against the background, the green shapes, the gold dots and the white forms 
thus they needed three types of contrast. !
The pinkish-gray forms were changed to white.  White is a high contrast neutral, enabling them to 
standout behind the green forms, gold dots and pink dots while still contrasting with the background 
so that they remain visible. !
The green forms were desaturated to remove their dominance. Using a desaturated green removes 
their dominance and increases our ability to see detail within the forms. !
The original background is a very blue gray.  The gray here is neutral and darkened.  Changing from a 
blue gray to a neutral gray decreases its importance.  The darkened gray recedes to the back.  Thus 
the visualization appears to sit in a 3-D space.

Visual conflicts: 
The blue dots become a single mass because they 
are too large. !
The pink dots and pinkish-grey forms disappear into 
the background because they are close in value and 
not so different in hue. !
The lime green shapes dominate the visualization 
because lime green is a highly saturated color. !
The elements of the visualization, including the 
background, blend together because other than the 
lime green they are all similar in value. 

Solutions:



Volume	rendering	
3D	Data	

Galen	Gisler,	Asteroid	Ocean	Impact	Simula,on	 yA32	



Gisler	



Quan,fica,on	 opacity	and	contrast	

Gisler	



yellow	15	

isola,ng	and		
highligh,ng	a	variable	

contextual	color	

color	sets	– SciVisColor.org	



mul,ple	types	of	contrast	are	needed	in	3D	mul,-variate	vis	

Color	pale[es	for	3D	mul,variate	vis	are	tricky.	

Heart	with	surgical	instruments,	evalua,ng	stresses	



cool,	light,	muted	

Colormap	Proper,es	

neutral,	dark,	muted	

warm,	saturated	hue-spanning	

cool,	saturated,	narrow	hue	

Colormap	Usage	

highlight	larger	areas	
of	important	data	

least	important	data	

contextual	data	

highlight	small	areas	
of	important	data		

		



rho	
	
	
lots	of	informa,on,		lots	of	detail	

G.	Gisler	
Asteroid	impact	simula,on	



From	one	dataset,	many	types	of	informa,on	and		
visualiza,on	showing	different	characteris,cs	



isolated	variables	for	comparison	purposes.	



Combining	the	quan,ta,ve	analysis	with	the	physical	structures.	

water	vapor	from	asteroid	ocean	impact,	G.	Gisler	



Differen,a,ng	variables	via	color,	enabling	mul,variate	,me-varying	comparisons.	



Pre-designed	
colormap	sets	

	
SciVisColor.org	



Organiza,on	of	Discreet	Color	Sets	

final	

original	

organized		
color	

original	


